RADIO MARKETING COACH @ NEWCAP RADIO CALGARY
T. 587.583.2481 EFFUMARKETING.COM

My goal is to make your business MONEY so you can live a rich life. I will give you
refreshing marketing advice on how to cut through the BS of the existing cluttered
marketplace by using the massive power of radio. Here are a number of comments from
clients who were more than satisfied with my services as a radio marketing coach.

THE GUY WITH THE BOW TIE

NEWCAP RADIO CALGARY

“I like your enthusiasm, approach to marketing and
your fresh ideas for me to try. Plus, I enjoy your
willingness to help in a very approachable manor.”
Jane K, Realtor

“When we signed with XL 103, we were under the
impression that we would not see return for five months.
To our pleasant surprise it has been one month and we
have already seen a direct return. Thank you XL 103.”
Dany F, President, Starwall West

“After speaking with you, I have no need to speak to
anyone else.”
Prisca O, Owner, Damudika
“Wow! You’re extremely thorough. Thank you very much!”
Rochelle L, Marketing Coordinator, Cowboys Calgary
“If we don’t do business together, I’m not going to do it
with anyone else.”
Rico, Owner, Razor’s Edge Barber Shoppe
“You are the best... You coached me well but you knew
when to stand back and let me make a decision for
myself. You had the confidence in me that 9 times out
of 10, I was going to make the same decision as
you would.”
Steph M, Owner, 3749 Designs

“I cannot overstate the value of XL 103 and what it
has done for the Servpro brand. XL 103 is truly more
than just a marketing platform; they are our partners in
business and in our community.”
Courtney B, Marketing Manager, Servpro Canada Inc.
We are very pleased in the business relationship we
share with AMP Radio. We have found their services to
be dependable, useful and innovative. It is great to deal
with an organization that is responsive to their customers
needs, delivers results in a timely manner and is willing to
make the process so easy. We have had multiple direct
inquiries and interest from the public who have referred to
our radio advertisements and online campaign on
AMP Radio.
Craig W, Owner, MINT Floor Coverings
Both AMP and XL have brought traffic into our show
homes, and during our campaigns, have sent customers
to our websites. These are direct results and indicators
that both of these stations can supplement your
marketing efforts and yield success.
Krista K, Marketing Director, Morrison Homes
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ABOUT JORDAN ‘THE GUY WITH THE
BOW TIE’ RYCROFT
In 2000 as a young teenager, Jordan was offered a gig
at a Winnipeg golf shop. From there he worked his way
up to Junior Pro before blowing off a hockey career to
partake in a the prestigious Creative Communications
program at Red River College. Two months into
school, he landed a job working for three Winnipeg
radio stations in their Promotions and Marketing
departments. Jordan quickly rose through the ranks
while earning his Creative Communications diploma.
He’s worked in Winnipeg, Halifax and Calgary on teams
who have reached their highest market share ever while
blowing through revenue targets. He started as a radio
marketing coach through referrals and dedication to his
clients and continues to be a success today.

ABOUT NEWCAP RADIO
Newcap Radio started in 1986, when the CRTC approved
the acquisition of a station in Charlottetown, PEI. Former
Navy vet and current Order of Canada officer Harry
Steele began the company with his son Rob. Through
the years, the Company has grown to one of Canada’s
leading radio broadcasters, with 95 licenses across the
country. It is the only coast-to-coast radio broadcaster,
with stations from St. John’s, Newfoundland to
Vancouver, BC and most parts in between. Newcap
Radio Calgary includes XL 103 & 90.3 AMP RADIO.

WHY NEWCAP RADIO CALGARY & JORDAN
‘THE GUY WITH THE BOW TIE’ RYCROFT
•D
 edicated to increasing the profits of 100s of Calgary
businesses
• Proven track record of success
• International award-winning creative and production
departments
• Refreshing marketing advice
• FREE marketing get-togethers
• FREE chocolate (if you ask nicely)
Increase profits
Minimize BS
Strengthen your presence in the community

Jordan lives in Kensington with his wife, Brittany, and
his cat, Scotch. He enjoys reading, video games and
playing golf when he can (please don’t ask him his
handicap). He also is a dedicated contributor to Kids
Cancer Care and a volunteer with the Calgary Chamber.
We’re not sure when he received his first bow tie…

TESTIMONIAL
“I like your enthusiasm, approach to marketing and
fresh ideas for me to try. Plus, I enjoy your willingness
to help in a very approachable manner.”
Jane K, Real Estate Professional
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BREAKING UP IS HARD TO DO...
But are all the marketing needs of your business being fulfilled?

YOU HAVE EVERYTHING TO GAIN BY
KEEPING YOUR OPTIONS OPEN
You’ve probably heard that we stay in relationships out
of habit, even though it may not be the best decision for
us. This is true from the bedroom to the boardroom – so
ask yourself: When was the last time you looked at your
marketing relationships? Are you seeing the results you
want from the media outlets you’ve partnered with?
Is there a way to even keep track of your marketing
campaign results? Do you feel like you have the ear of
your account representative?
Business owners resist change because:
• They think it will be too much of a hassle
• They’re worried it will be awkward to break things off
with their existing reps
• They believe they’ll receive the same service and
value no matter where they go
Reluctance to change is understandable – but understanding
the benefits of change is essential to your business’ success.
The change I am suggesting to you today is to work with
me, Jordan ‘The Guy with the Bow Tie’ Rycroft, to help reach
your marketing goals and ultimately, grow your business.
I’m not just another paper pusher or a ‘yes man’ who simply
services your account. I’m a proactive, brand-savvy radio
marketing coach that brings years of profit-generating
experience to help you cut through the clutter and have your
business not only heard, but talked about.

GET STARTED NOW
Call me for a completely free and refreshing business
and brand check-up. I’ll sit down with you to learn
more about your business, your industry and where
you want to be. By the end of our get together, I
will be able to determine whether you’re getting the
marketing return on investment you’ve been looking
for. With nearly a decade’s worth of experience within
the marketing, promotions and radio industries, I will
also be able to help you identify opportunities to set
your brand apart and develop a radio campaign that’s
memorable and effective. Your business can reap huge
benefits by changing to a more future-focused, resultsoriented radio marketing coach.
I understand the difficulties associated with change
and will help you get through them if you decide to
work with me. I will write letters to any of your other
marketing partners, informing them you are leaving
and asking them to turn over any relevant files to me.
No awkward phone calls or explanations for you – just
an exciting new direction for your business and your
personal future.

